
 

 

The warranty conditions MGBOND are: 

Processing must be carried out according to the processing instructions. Use and 

care are to be made considering the instructions of M & G Industrie GmbH. 

Extraordinary loads and mechanical damage as well as improper care exclude the 

warranty. 

The delamination of the aluminum cover layer shall be a contiguous area of at least 5 

cm. 

A complaint must be in writing, no later than 30 days after the occurrence of the defect 

to the seller with original proof of purchase 

MGBond with visible defects must not be processed. In the case of infringement, the 

warranty is void. 

The warranty includes: 

5 years warranty for flaking, cracks and delamination, strong color changes in a short 

period, regardless of the normal color changes 

In the case of a justified complaint, the defective plates are replaced at the 

manufacturer's discretion free of charge. 

If a decor on the part of the manufacturer is no longer available, so equivalent 

replacement from the current delivery program is given. 

If a warranty service is provided, the warranty period will not be extended. The 

warranty depends on the time value of the goods. During the entire warranty period, 

the replacement value compared to the replacement value of the goods is reduced 

annually by the percentage share based on the warranty period, every year by 15%.  

A liability for further damage, consequential damage - such as costs associated with 

the installation and removal and transport of damaged MGBond panels - is excluded. 

 



 
 
Although it is recognized by AN (AkzoNobel) that most coatings, including Polyester 
Topcoats will fade and change in appearance to some degree over a period of time in 
outdoor installations, and that such changes may not be uniform between surfaces not 
equally exposed, AN warrants that the goods covered by this warranty will resist 
natural weathering to the extent that they will conform to the performance standards 
listed below during a period of ten years for vertical installations and eight years for 
nonvertical installations after coating for film integrity and a period of ten years for vertical 
installations and eight years for non-vertical installations after coating for color change, 
provided that all conditions of this warranty are first met. Provisions (1) through (2) 
below apply to buildings installed north of the 30° parallel of lattitude in the northern 
hemisphere. Only provision (1) applies to buildings installed south of this latitude: 
 
1. Polyester Topcoats will not peel, crack, check, or flake to an extent greater than 
10 per cent of the total area, that is apparent on ordinary outdoor visual 
observation; and 
 
2. Vertical installations of Polyester Topcoats will not change color more than 10 
CIELAB units (8 CIELAB units for whites). Color measurements are to be made 
per ASTM D 2244 and only on clean surfaces removing surface deposits and 
chalk per ASTM D 3964. 

A guarantee to third, the guarantees of the respective supplier applies.  

Changes to the warranty reserved. 

 

 

 


